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The Yorkshireman has reached three figures in consecutive matches for the first time in his career. Big picture: Roy Mehta's love letter to the London borough of Brent. The photographer captures the community spirit of one of Europe's most cultural urban areasBright Star, Green Light by Jonathan Bate review - a parallel life of a pair of romantics. Scott
Fitzgerald's bold, dizzying attempt to connect Keats and F has a lot of pleasure in The Count: what does it mean if the Covid vaccine is 90% effective? The effectiveness of vaccines surrounds confusion. A leading Cambridge professor explains the data behind the trials It's time to leave WhatsApp - and is the signal the answer?. The Facebook-owned
messaging service has been hit by global opposition to land. Many users switch to Signal or Telegram. Should you join them? Brexit has left us all at sea - even the fishing industry. The paralysis on Britain's new borders was entirely predictable for those who weren't led by zealotry and ignorance in the high office I paint the amazing Galapagos wilderness -
from my living roomCan a virtual four-day art class get anywhere close to visiting the famous intersipel? Maybe not, but for our writer it turns out he's offering something far more valuable Donald Trump is gone, but his big lie still corrupts the American body to political scientists The myth of stolen elections - simple and endlessly repetitive - is likely to be a
challenge for far-right terrorists Pandemic a year later: 100,000 dead in the UK on the coronavirus. The UK is expected to reach a gloomy milestone by the end of January after a year of missed opportunities led to one of the worst Covid mortality rates in the world. It gives me hope of liberation... but not yet. Exactly a year after his first coronavirus story, our
scientific editor received a Pfizer injection last week. Here it contemplates remarkable scientific success (Bloomberg) - Libya has resumed an oil pipeline that transports oil to its largest export terminal, after a halt that caused OPEC members' output to drop to its lowest level in two months. The 32-inch connection has been repaired and will be pumped out,
Waha Oil Co., which operates the eastern port of Es Sider, said in a statement. That paves the way for the return of 200,000 barrels a day that stopped flowing after the company closed the pipeline to fix the leaks. Waha, a subsidiary of state-owned energy firm National Oil Corp., pumped 98,000 barrels a day on Saturday before the pipeline restarted. It is
expected to return to its normal daily level of 300,000 barrels within two days, according to a person with knowledge of the situation. Libya's crude production rose to nearly 1.25 million barrels per day earlier this month from nearly nothing in September thanks to preliminary rates. main factions in the civil war. The Arab nation pumps about three-quarters as it
did before the 2011 uprising that torched former dictator Moammar al-Gaddafi and triggered the country's political and economic collapse. The closure of the nearly 60-year-old pipeline underscores the deterioration of Libya's oil infrastructure. War and frequent production shutdowns starved the government and NOC of funds. The company is trying to repair oil
fields, storage tanks, gas stations, pipelines and ports. Some have been damaged by conflict, while others are corroding due to neglect. NOC Chairman Mustafa Sanalla said last week that the country was seeking funding from foreign energy firms working in Libya to help repair oil facilities. (Updates in more detail in the third paragraph.) For more articles like
this, visit us at bloomberg.comPresite now to stay ahead with the most trusted source of business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.What's going on in ED? It's certainly impossible to beat the market with a random roll of the kee! Lunch, day 3: England (181 for four) trail Sri Lanka (381) by 200 runs It was McGregor's first fight since stopping Donald Cerrone in 40
seconds a year ago. Abu Dhabi [UAE], 24 March 2019 I think I'd say the election wasn't fraudulent, He confessed at the end after being presented by the Irishman in 2018 and Poirier in 2019, quickly weighing up the outcome of the UFC 257 main event the Irish famously won the first fight between them in 2014, but in retaliation they had no answer because
the American enacted his revenge The Diamond won revenge for his brutal defeat. In 2014, he produced a barrage of heavy punches to force a surprise stoppage in the second round of an eagerly awaited rematch at the UFC fight island in Abu Dhabi. With nearly 2,000 socially distant fans watching the brand new Etihad Arena, Poirier beat McGregor with
painful calf kicks and absorbed everything the mighty Irishman had to throw at him before unleashing a volley of thunderous punches. McGregor was initially disoriented by a stunning right hook from his lightweight opponent, who didn't give up when he forced The Notorious - fighting for the first time since destroying veteran Donald Cowboy Cerrone in 40
seconds 12 months ago - into the mat and the referee correctly intervened with just over two and a half minutes on the clock in Round 2. Prince Charles and Princess Diana | Getty Images The whole world rolled over when Prince Charles proposed to Lady Diana Spencer nearly four decades ago. The whirlwind of courtship and engagement provided royal
observers with a tasty appetizer that led to the main course: the royal wedding. fairy tale many hung up their dreams, crashed and burned. The pair eventually divorced. And then Diana's untimely death in 1997 left the world in total shock. Prince Charles looked visibly shaken, not to mention the couple's children, Prince William and Prince Harry. Which raises
the question: did charles love Diana? Or was the union just a huge mistake? Did he rush into marriage? Prince Charles may have pulled the trigger too fast. He felt compelled to propose to Diana because of his father's pressure. The couple's relationship was fully revealed in the tell-all book. And his interviews provided insight into how marriage evolved.
Shortly after Charles and Diana started dating, Charles said his father made a tough request. The book portrayed Prince Philip as extremely tough for Charles and very protective of the royal reputation. As a result, Princ interpreted his father's stance as an ultimatum, according to the Prince of Wales. He married Diana in what he called a confused and anxious
state of mind. Plus, he was already in love with Prince Charles and Camilla Parker Bowles| Sinead Lych/Getty Images Before Diana was (and still is) Camilla. Prince Charles and Camilla began dating in 1972. He was totally smiling, despite already seeing Andrew Parker Bowles. Although Close to Charles and Camilla, he was only 24 at the time and felt like
he was too young to get married. While Charles was away on naval duty, Camilla's father, who wanted his daughter to get married, posted a false engagement announcement and joined Camilla and Andrew. The announcement forced Andrew's hand and he had no choice but to propose to Camilla. But thinking it might work with Diana Still feeling the loss of
Camilla, Prince Charles was finally ready to settle down, people report. Prince Charles started dating Diana, who was considerably younger.  The pair had only been together 12 times before they got engaged. Plus: After they got engaged, he went away for six weeks, Sally Bedell Smith, author of Prince Charles, told People. He honestly dived forward with his
schedule and she wanted him to be around and be available and support her. He was obviously disgraced and said he was someone I could learn to love, adds Bedell Smith. Prince Charles also looked at his grandparent's relationship, which was initially not loveable. But they made it work. Prince Charles tried, but... Prince Charles and Princess Diana |
EPA/AFP/Getty Images Simply never love her, reports People. I don't see him as a cynical person, he thought he could learn to love Diana when his grandmother and grandfather learned to love each other and had a great marriage, says Bedell Smith. But because of their underlying incompatibility age difference and her emotional turmoil were doomed before
they walked down the aisle of St Paul's Cathedral. Diana was also not ready for celebrity and royal duties at the age of 19. She couldn't achieve what she did without becoming a princess, but becoming a princess and a world celebrity was personally one of the worst things for her, notes Bedell Smith. Check out Cheat Sheet on Facebook!  Britain's longest-
reigning monarch, Queen Elizabeth II, is now 93. It won't be long before it changes much. Prince Charles is next in line for the crown, but some are questioning whether he is fit to rule. Unlike his late ex-wife, Princess Diana, Prince Charles is not associated with the British people. His reputation among citizens could take advantage of some work. Perhaps if
Prince Charles wants to be a good king, he could learn from the example of the late Princess Diana.  Prince Charles's marriage to Princess Diana Prince Charles and Princess Diana on the balcony of Buckingham Palace after their wedding | Express Newspapers/Getty Images As a young man, Prince Charles was under pressure from his father, Prince Philip,
to marry a suitable woman, and Princess Diana fits perfectly into the role. According to royal biographer Robert Jobson, Prince Charles knew shortly after meeting Princess Diana that they were incompatible. However, the woman Prince Charles was already in love with, Camilla Parker Bowles, was deemed unfit for royal life. And she married another man.
Prince Charles believed he could never be happy without Parker Bowles, so he could do his duty by marrying Princess Diana. Unsurprisingly, marriage was a disaster. In 1995, the relationship caused so many PR problems, with their constant arguments and affairs. The Queen eventually ordered them to divorce.  People's love for Princess Diana Although
Prince Charles has never fully received Princess Diana, the British public do. Princess Diana spent most of her time in the royal family helping charities. She seemed to really care about those that society had forgotten and the public loved her for it.  Princess Diana has battled the stigma of AIDS by holding hands with HIV-positive patients on camera. At a
time when few people understood the disease and many were afraid to touch those who were affected, Princess Diana showed the world that AIDS patients are people who need love as much as anyone else. She brought passion to the cause and did things that were truly remarkable, said Ian Green, chief executive of sexual health and HIV charity, the
Terrence Higgins Trust. She was the first person to be prepared to shake hands and touch people with HIV, which was seen as a risk at the time. This statement publicly challenged the notion that HIV is transmitted from person to Touch. Another of Princess Diana's regional projects was a passionate mine ban. In the 1990s, she drew attention to people who
suffered as a result of mines in their country. She walked through dangerous fields and sat with amputees who were injured from guns. It's because of Princess Diana that the world has begun to understand the human tolls caused by mines.  Prince Charles could learn from Princess Diana Although it is easy to think about the ways in which Princess Diana
helped people, Prince Charles does not have the same caring reputation. In addition, some people still hold him responsible for breaking Princess Diana's heart. For all this, Prince Charles does not have the love of the British people as much as Princess Diana. If he's going to be king, that's going to have to change.  Prince Charles could begin by exploring
the way Princess Diana communicated with the public. It had an easy way to accept everyone, even those traditionally ignored by society. The Prince could do more charity work. There are many reasons they need a champion, and each of them could help Prince Charles be more like Princess Diana in the way she treats the public. Prince Charles will have to
consider how he can express his love for people before deciding to love him back.  Prince Charles has a lot of work to do before taking the throne. Of course, he's 70 years old. It's possible that his mother could survive him, and if that happens, prince William will be the next king.  William. 
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